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Potential data insights and what companies can actually get from their data are two very different things. In fact, one frightening study suggested that more than 70% of data goes unused for decision making. Several obstacles to data insight include the wrong tools, poor infrastructure, or lack of expertise. Another significant challenge to data-driven decision making is data health. Companies must take charge of data health for full digital transformation, and luckily, it’s now easier than ever. Let’s explore why.

 

What is Data Health?

Data health is a company’s data-readiness. To determine data readiness, businesses should consider if data is valid and of sufficient quality. But what does quality mean in the context of business data?

Each company may have a different set of quality metrics for determining if data quality is sufficient, but a few common benchmarks are:

	Is data complete? The datasets must contain all the necessary information to answer the query.
	Is the accuracy trustworthy? Certified data, a clear lineage, reliable sourcing — all these things provide trust for accurate data.
	Is each entry unique? Accidental repeat entries throw off data accuracy and wreak havoc with final insights. In some cases this is a consistency issue, but in others, multiple entries can be the result of acquiring
	Is this data timely? There may be reason to check historical data, but in many cases, data should be the most up to date option for the query.
	Does the dataset follow a consistent pattern? For enterprises with large and varied datasets, inconsistencies within and between sets can wreck accuracy.
	Can the right people access it? Part of quality means the data is retrievable for those who need it. That means it’s not locked away or stored in an impossible framework that fragments it. At the same time, companies must be sure that data is secure from hackers or even competitors.


Without data quality, businesses cannot make decisions and risk major compliance issues. Therefore, regular data health checks should be on the schedule.

Human error causes a significant number of data incidents, both accidental and security breaches. Investing in regular data health checks is not just an ideal; it’s an essential part of running a data-driven organization.

 

The Cost of Ignoring Data Health

Poor data quality costs each business millions per year on average, according to a survey from Gartner published back in 2017. For industries with sensitive data like healthcare, those bad data can be particularly egregious. A 2021 study published in the HIPAA Journal noted an average of two data breaches per day in healthcare

Even without data leaks putting companies at risk for serious sanctions, bad data costs companies in other ways. Decision-makers, IT teams, and departmental groups wrestle with poor data quality in their day-to-day decisions, creating bottlenecks for ingestion and scrubbing and wasting time on poorly executed business strategies backed by faulty data. The end result is over $3 trillion per year in soft and hard costs, thanks to poor data health. Without a plan, data moves from asset to liability quickly.

 

Developing a Plan for Data Health

Businesses must recognize their data as a whole, almost living being. As such, maintaining data health is every bit as important as maintaining a person’s health.

Decision-ready data only happens with a plan. That plan includes three essential components.

	Proactive – Identifying faulty data elements and security concerns before it ever becomes an issue. This starts at the most granular level.
	Reactive – Red flags in the data and actual incidents require swift, resolute action.
	Support – A data culture with a clear chain of responsibility provides a foundation for monitoring as well as data management.


These components provide the foundation for managing data and ensuring that the quality of all data, both real-time and historical, is high enough to get to valuable insights. A troubling statistic back in 2017 claimed that only around 3% of companies’ data met basic quality standards. In the years since then, things have only moderately improved.

 

Leveraging a Data Fabric to Improve Data Health

A data fabric provides a unified environment, allowing all services, technologies, and data storage to run on the same architecture. It streamlines management and offers a revolutionary way to manage governance.

Data fabric offers:

	Connection: Companies can easily link to any data source, ensuring that all data follows consistent protocols.
	Ingestion: As data comes in, a data fabric ensures that data remains complete, consistent, and available for those who need it.
	Management for multiple environments: On-premise, cloud, and hybrid, whatever companies need to ensure that data remains timely and secure; a data fabric offers integration for all types.
	Streamlined sharing: With granular governance capabilities and API support, everyone who needs the data gets it.


Data fabrics manage everything from collection to sharing to insights. It addresses challenges like unifying multiple data environments and reducing the reliance companies have on legacy systems.

 

By bringing everything under one roof, businesses can manage, scale, and future-proof data.

DataOS® is a first-of-its-kind data operating system. It’s designed to remove complexity so that businesses can manage data health easily with fewer mistakes. It offers declarative data management with AI-powered determination for the most appropriate dataset and transforms data security through a one-of-a-kind tag-based system. It’s time to see what real data health can be.

Contact us to find out how DataOS can transform data management in your healthcare organization. 
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The Just-In-Time Revolution for Data-Driven Enterprises

Data Governance, Data Integration, Data Management, Data Products
For today's Chief Data Officers (CDOs) and data teams, the struggle is real. We're drowning in data yet thirsting for actionable insights. Traditional data architectures, with their centralized data lakes and batch-oriented processing, are like bloated, slow-moving...
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The Accelerated Path to Innovation with Data Products and DataOS

Data Governance, Data Management, Data Products
Ever wondered why building data-driven applications feels like an uphill battle? It's not just you – turning raw data into something meaningful can be a real challenge.  The process of extracting, transforming, and loading data, not to mention the subsequent phases of...
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How DataOS Nails Gartner’s Magic Quadrant for Data Integration

Data Governance, Data Integration, Data Management, Data Products
The Modern Data Company has been given an honorable mention in Gartner's 2023 Magic Quadrant for Data Integration. In honor of this achievement, we'd like to re-introduce ourselves for 2024 and let everyone know why DataOS has been and still is one of the most...
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Empowering Wine and Spirits Businesses for Growth

Data Management, Data Products, Wine & Spirits
In the intricate and competitive world of wine and spirits, leveraging data effectively has become a cornerstone for success. Yet, this task is often hindered by a range of challenges, such as the lack of in-house data expertise, the high costs associated with data...
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Data-Driven Sales to Beat The Competition in The Spirits & Wine Industry

Data Management, Data Products, Wine & Spirits
Problem & Opportunity Statement    There have been constant shifts in alcohol drinking trends across the global markets, and with each new year, a new set of alcohol beverage consumption statistics, trends, and predictions follow. According to Distilled Spirits...
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Unleashing the Power of AI with Data Products

White Paper
Unleashing the Power of AI with Data Products Traditional project-centric data management stifles AI innovation with siloed data, slow workflows, and limited reusability. Enter the era of data products: self-contained modules of data, logic, and infrastructure that...
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A Pan-Industry Revolution with DataOS®

White Paper
A Pan-Industry Revolution with DataOS® Unleash the revolution with Data Products powered by DataOS®. These self-contained data units, bursting with actionable insights, offer unmatched flexibility, agility, and compliance across all sectors. From personalized customer...
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Cross-Sell Accelerator for Credit Cards

Overview
Cross-Sell Accelerator for Credit Cards In the hyper-competitive BFSI landscape, maximize credit card cross-sell potential with data-driven precision. Cross-Sell Accelerator empowers you to forge deeper customer connections with personalized offers, optimize...
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Maximizing Snowflake Investments with DataOS

Overview
Maximizing Snowflake Investments with DataOSUnleash the true potential of your Snowflake investment with DataOS®, the data product platform that seamlessly integrates, empowers, and elevates your existing infrastructure. Build robust data products faster, eliminate...
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Video
The Modern Data Company Overview The Modern Data Company Overview
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The product tour isn’t optimized for mobile devices. For the best experience, please view the product tour on the desktop version.
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Welcome to the

DataOS Product Tour

 

Explore the cutting-edge features and capabilities of DataOS

for crafting enterprise-grade data products at scale.
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Recognized by Gartner and trusted by Fortune 2000s of the world
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